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I grew up in a fundamentalist missionary family that in the 1970s and 80s morphed into my
father's activity as one of the founders of the Religious Right. We would hobnob with
Republican leaders from Ronald Reagan to Gerald Ford and the Bush family, Jack Kemp and
many others. One day it dawned on me that the far right of the Republican Party --- in other
words its base --- actually hates America.

      

These days to be a conservative means that you hate the United States government elected by
the people; believe that if millions of citizens are out of work that it's their own fault and that the
rest of the community should not help them by spending tax dollars; think that
Sarah-believes-in-casting-out-demons-before-she-ran-for-governorship-Palin speaks for you. To
be a conservative means you believe that healthcare reform will lead to "death panels"; that the
president of the United States is not a "real American"; that a university education is a
dangerous thing; that Americans who live in big cities are less American than those who live in
small towns; that brown people, blacks, progressive whites, gays, public school teachers,
Hispanics, immigrants, are somehow conspiring to subvert the "real America" with a "gay
agenda" or a "Muslim agenda" or at least the browning of "our" white America.

  

In other words to be a conservative today is to be an anti-American, nihilistic libertarian
know-nothing who believes in unregulated consumerism and the theology of dominion, and the
Rapture that many conservatives also subscribe to along with such "facts" as that Obama is the
--- literal! --- Antichrist.

Other than trying to stop women from having abortions and fighting the whole world, our
"terrorist enemies", in other words everyone "not like us", conservatism today is nothing more
than a pent up reaction against everything "we" don't understand --- like art, literature,
government, history, geography, diversity, how people get to be gay, black or female... things
like that.
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